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路和要求，采用 MVC Spring 框架，使用 JSP、CSS、JQuery-UI、FreeMaker、
FusionCharts 等开发工具，运用 Oracle 数据库，Oracle Weblogic 中间件搭建了一
























Tax revenue collection and management are two of the main businesses of taxation 
work。To strengthen the core business, the key is to raise the level of tax source 
management. And the level of tax source management depends on whether we can 
solve two kinds of the information asymmetric problem or not. In another words, we 
need to solve the information asymmetry problem between the taxpayers and 
collection department, and between different departments in tax system. Hence, this 
requires us to make ways for information exchange between different departments in 
tax system and between the tax system and various economic unites, to integrate the 
tax resources from other social sectors. Given on that, we should Starting from the 
reality of tax work, strengthening the comprehensive analysis ability in tax 
information, breaking the obstacles of two asymmetric, so as to improve the 
efficiency of tax source management from the beginning. 
After years of information construction in our tax system, especially the continuing 
boosting of golden tax project, our county realizes the digitalization in tax collection 
work. But, for rapid development of social economic environment, it is still lack of 
overall plan of tax data monitoring, management and using with the full data 
life-cycle, which becomes the bottleneck of effectively play functions in tax 
departments. So using modern information processing technology and strengthening 
the tax-related data management and application, has become the breach of the tax 
department to enhance the level of tax source management. 
According to the requirement, "Managing tax by information", from State 
Administration of Taxation, and the actual requirement from the grass-roots tax 
authorities to carry out tax collection and tax service work, We uses the MVC Spring 
framework, JSP, CSS, JQuery-UI, FreeMaker, FusionCharts and other development 
tools, and combines Oracle database, Weblogic middleware to build a B/S mode tax 















cycle.To ensure that the chain of the tax data analysis is a closed loop，which means 
"information mining and knowledge discover ". And it’s effective to enhance 
availability and reliability of the tax related data, and play a supporting role in 
promoting the information construction of tax career development, in order to 
promote economic and social development. 
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使用等多个环节入手加以分析，采用 MVC Spring 框架，使用 JSP、HTML、JS、
CSS、JQuery-UI、FreeMaker、FusionCharts 等开发语言和工具，运用 Oracle 数
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